
Ortliography Toaripi was put into writing by the early missionaries

of the London Missionary Society, notably J. H. Holmes and his successor

E. Pryce Jones (1899 1927). They followed the practice used elsewhere

by the Societyg and in this they conformed to the rules of the British

and Foreign Bible Society, which has published most of the literature

that has been printed.

The vowels were represented tlius: i = and ; e =
;

a = a and ; o - j o = o; o ; u = u ,The gave

some trouble, because the Roman alphabet has no symbol for this sound.

Holmes used a ; Pryce Jones finally settled for o. He also introduced

various otherdiacritical marks, such as lea , to distinguish it from

lea' , which has a final stress. To distinguish some of the personal

pronouns from other words having the same spelling but a penultimate

stress, he employed accents, ara 'I', ara 'far'; are 'he"she"it^
are 'new'; ela 'we' (exclus.) ela 'strong'; ere 'they', ere 'belly.
In the books I have published I jiave continued with these accent marks

except for the ( ) in lea. I have however retained the ( ) with lea'

.

The same diacritical mark is used with a'when it is the converb form

of auai, and similarly lauai and sauai (a', la', sa*) . This is to

distinguish from a la and sa all of which already have more than

one meaning. A further a, pronounced with a distinct pause after it,

is written a ('but') .

Consonants were taken to represent sounds as in English. Two

difficulties were encountered. The phoneme represented by both m and

v is a voiced bilabial which may or may not be nasalized. With back

vowels there is a tendency for the phoneme to be nasalized. Also, in an

initial position it is commonly nasalized, e.g. mava 'catfish', meve

'mango'. When the language was put into writing both m and v were

^r^eit* An artificial distinction was thus introduced into the written

language that had no basis in the language as spoken. This spelling

has by now become too strongly fixed to be altered. The distinction is

moreover becoming increasingly reinforced, paj'tly by the introduction

of English words with English spellings, and partly by the teaching of

English in which the distinction has to be specially emphasized for

Toaripi speaking scholars. It should be noted that v is bilabial, and

not a dental labial as in English.

Another phoneme that gave difficulty was one variously written

1 and r. In an initial position the phoneme tends to be 1 ;e.g.lareva

'good'; larietau 'food'. With back vowels it also tends to be 1. Here

again both letters were introduced into the written language .The estab

llshed spelling aiid the ever increasing influence of English makes it

converb = the form a verb assumes when used in close association with
another verb.



necessary to contiaue with both letters.

From English and Motu other letters,' namely b, d, c, g,and n,

have been introduced unto the language. As commonly pronounced d = t,

b = p, c and g = k, n = l(r) . The last named may or may not be nasal
ized. With speakers of the younger generation who are gaining an in

creasing proficiency in English, introduced words tend to be pronounced
after the fashion of their teachers in English.

The stress is generally on the penultimate syllable. Notable
exceptions are some of the pronouns. These have accent marks, as has

already been stated, inorder to indicate stress. In the case of other

exceptions the stress pattern is given.
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